Development of an inertia-driven model of sideways fall for detailed study of femur fracture mechanics.
A new method for laboratory testing of human proximal femora in conditions simulating a sideways fall was developed. Additionally, in order to analyze the strain state in future cadaveric tests, digital image correlation (DIC) was validated as a tool for strain field measurement on the bone of the femoral neck. A fall simulator which included models for the body mass, combined lateral femur and pelvis mass, pelvis stiffness, and trochanteric soft tissue was designed. The characteristics of each element were derived and developed based on human data from the literature. The simulator was verified by loading a state-of-the-art surrogate femur and comparing the resulting force-time trace to published, human volunteer experiments. To validate the DIC, 20 human proximal femora were prepared with a strain rosette and speckle paint pattern, and loaded to 50% of their predicted failure load at a low compression rate. Strain rosettes were taken as the gold standard, and minimum principal strains from the DIC and the rosettes were compared using descriptive statistics. The initial slope of the force-time curve obtained in the fall simulator matched published human volunteer data, with local peaks superimposed in the model due to internal vibrations of the spring used to model the pelvis stiffness. Global force magnitude and temporal characteristics were within 2% of published volunteer experiments. The DIC minimum principal strains were found to be accurate to 127±239 μɛ. These tools will allow more biofidelic laboratory simulation of falls to the side, and more detailed analysis of proximal femur failure mechanisms using human cadaver specimens.